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UX Ari: NEW PHOTOMETRY AND LONGITUDINAL ASYMMETRYIN SPOT ACTIVITY FIXED IN ORBITAL REFERENCE FRAMEROSARIO, M. J.1; MEKKADEN, M. V.2; RAVEENDRAN, A. V.21 Vainu Bappu Observatory, Indian Institute of Astrophysis, Kavalur 635701, India. e-mail: mjr�iiap.res.in2 Indian Institute of Astrophysis, Bangalore 560034, India. e-mail: mvm�iiap.res.in, avr�iiap.res.in
UX Ari (HD 21242) is one of the brightest member of RS CVn binaries, and has beenobserved photometrially almost every season sine the disovery of its light variability in1972 by Hall et al. (1975). It is a non-elipsing, double-lined spetrosopi binary with aK0{K1 subgiant as the primary and a G5 dwarf as the seondary in a near-irular orbit(Carlos & Popper, 1971; Duemmler & Aarum, 2001).We observed UX Ari photometrially in BV bands on 23 nights during January{Marh 2008 with the 34-m telesope of Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur. All themeasurements were made with respet to the omparison 62 Ari. HR 999 was also observedon several nights along with the variable as the hek star. Table 1 lists the results ofour photometri observations. Eah value given in the table is a mean of 3-4 independentmeasurements. The typial unertainty in both the di�erential V and (B � V ) values is�0.01 mag.The di�erential V and (B � V ) values given in Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 1 af-ter onverting the Julian dates of observation to orbital phases with the ephemeris:JD = 2450646.83 + 6:d4372703E. The initial epoh orresponds to the onjuntion withthe more massive, ool primary in front. The orbital period and the epoh of maximumradial veloity of the ative star from whih the above time of onjuntion is derived arefrom Duemmler & Aarum (2001). Figure 1 shows that the light variation during January{Marh 2008 was highly asymmetri with a broad minimum and a narrow maximum. Themonotoni derease in the brightness at light urve minimum observed during 2001{07(Rosario et al., 2007) seems to be over and the light urve minimum seems to be gettingbrighter from this season onwards. The trend in (B � V ) variation over the photometriyle is not well-de�ned; however, there is some indiation that the star is bluer at faintervisual magnitudes as reported by several observers earlier.Aarum Ulv�as & Henry (2003), who analysed the individual light urves of UX Ari, havereported that there is no lear orrelation between the orbital phase of light minimumand time, exept that during 1982{90 the orbital phase seemed to derease linearly fromabout 0:p75 to 0:p40. They also reported that the migration rate of phase of light minimumvaried from �0.1157 yr�1 to +0.2605 yr�1, and most of the time the rate had a negativevalue.All the di�erential V magnitudes of UX Ari with respet to 62 Ari obtained during1972{2008 (Aarum Ulv�as & Henry, 2003; Rosario et al., 2007; Table 1) are plotted in
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Table 1: BV photometry of UX Ari.JD JD2450000.0+ V (B � V ) 2450000.0+ V (B � V )4475.1170 1.204 | 4476.1592 1.089 �0.2034477.1181 1.098 �0.225 4478.1951 1.211 �0.2394480.1072 1.250 �0.257 4481.1188 1.239 �0.2404485.1243 1.241 �0.253 4486.1181 1.255 �0.2414487.1100 1.244 �0.262 4491.1278 1.214 |4502.1311 1.081 �0.232 4514.0905 1.182 �0.2554515.0924 1.081 �0.211 4516.0944 1.148 �0.2174517.0917 1.227 �0.230 4522.0912 1.103 �0.2244525.1090 1.221 �0.244 4528.0953 1.093 �0.2544529.0993 1.165 �0.248 4530.1026 1.245 |4531.1078 1.237 | 4532.1035 1.222 �0.2354534.1023 1.126 �0.211

Fig. 2 after onverting the Julian dates of observation to orbital phases with the aboveephemeris. The unertainty in the orbital period quoted by Duemmler & Aarum (2001) isonly 0:d0000069 and the aumulated error in orbital phase over 36 years, over whih theV band observations of UX Ari span, is only 0:p002. Figure 2 shows that the range in theobserved di�erential V magnitudes of UX Ari has a lear orbital modulation, implyingthat the spot ativity in the star has a longitudinal asymmetry that is �xed in the orbitalframe of referene. The upper envelope of the �V values shows a maximum around 0:p50.The lower boundary shows a minimum around the same phase and a maximum around0:p0 where the upper envelope shows a minimum. It is remarkable that the total spreadin �V magnitudes at 0.p0 observed so far is only around 0.18 mag while that at 0:p5 it isaround 0.48 mag.

Figure 1. Plot of �V and �(B � V ) values of UX Ari obtained during January{Marh 2008 againstthe orresponding orbital phase omputed using the ephemeris JD = 2450646.83 + 6:d4372703E.
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The fainter seondary omponent of the binary system also shows a low level of hromo-spheri ativity as indiated by the variation in the Ca II K ore emission from it (AarumUlv�as & Engvold, 2003). UX Ari appears bluer at fainter visual magnitudes, whih isunusual for a spotted star. Rosario et al. (2007) have shown that the bluer olour ofUX Ari at fainter V magnitudes results beause of the inreased frational ontributionto the total light in the blue spetral region by the hotter G5 ompanion as the ooleromponent beomes fainter. Hene, most of the light variation observed in UX Ari anbe attributed to the intrinsi light variability of the ool primary omponent.The ative stars in RS CVn binaries are presumed to undergo highly enhaned solar-likeativity. Starspots, whih are analogues to sunspots, distributed asymmetrially arossthe stellar surfae rotationally modulate the observed ux, thereby produing light vari-ability observed in these objets. The variations in light urves are attributed to hangesin sizes of spots or spot groups and their distribution on the stellar surfae. The phases oflight minimum in many of these objets are found to migrate along the orbital phases atdi�erent rates. In some of the objets the migration an be traed ontinuously for severalyears while in some it an be traed only for a few years. To aount for this, in analogywith the sun, Hall (1972, 1991) proposed that there is di�erential rotation in the ativestars and only a partiular latitude o-rotates synhronously with the orbital motion, andhene spots present in di�erent latitudes would produe light urves with slightly di�erentperiods. The existene of di�erential rotation in omponents of lose binaries, espeiallyin ative stars of RS CVn systems, is not well-established observationally. Almost allinformation on the di�erential rotation of spotted stars is based on the migration of thephase of the minimum of light urves of these stars.

Figure 2. Plot of �V values of UX Ari obtained so far against the orresponding orbital phaseomputed using the ephemeris JD = 2450646.83 + 6:d4372703E.
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Figure 2 learly shows that there is enhaned spot ativity, as indiated by a largerspread in observed magnitudes, in the hemisphere of the ative star faing the hotterompanion when ompared to that away from it. The minimum and maximum of alight urve obtained during a partiular epoh may our over a large range of orbitalphases (Aarum Ulv�as & Henry, 2003). But the fainter light minima and brighter lightmaxima among them always our at orbital phases lose to 0:p5. The orbital inlinationof UX Ari is around 60Æ (Duemmler & Aarum, 2001). Hene, the existene of a signi�antorbital modulation in spot ativity implies that the regions of enhaned spot ativity areloated loser to the equator rather than the poles and that these regions rotate in near-perfet synhronism with the orbit. Any slight di�erene in the rotational period wouldompletely smear out the modulation when data spread over suh a time interval as longas 35 years (� 2000 photometri yles) are ombined.The large spread of about 0.5 mag in V magnitudes lose to 0:p5 requires that the regionsthat produe the enhaned ativity have an appreiable latitudinal extent on the surfaeof the ative star. The rotation of a large latitudinal zone in near-perfet synhronismwith the orbit would mean that di�erential rotation in the ative star is either absent orreally small.Another impliation of the existene of the longitudinal asymmetry in spot ativity,whih is �xed in the orbital frame of referene, is that the spots do not appear anddisappear with equal probability at all longitudes on the surfae of the ative star in theUX Ari system; the presene of the ompanion signi�antly a�ets the physial proessesthat produe spots and modulates the surfae distribution of spots on the ative star.
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